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A B S T R A C T

Cyclin-dependent kinase-like 5 (CDKL5) is an X-linked gene encoding a serine-threonine kinase that is highly
expressed in the central nervous system. Mutations in CDKL5 cause neurological and psychiatric symptoms,
including early-onset seizures, motor dysfunction, autistic features and sleep breathing abnormalities in patients.
It remains to be addressed whether loss of CDKL5 causes respiratory dysfunction in mice. Here, we examined the
respiratory pattern of male Cdkl5−/y mice at 1–3 months of age during resting breathing and respiratory
challenge (i.e., hypoxia and hypercapnia) via whole body plethysmography. The results demonstrated that the
resting respiratory frequency and tidal volume of Cdkl5−/y mice was unaltered compared to that of WT mice at 1
month of age. However, these mutant mice exhibit transient reduction in tidal volume during respiratory
challenge even the reduction was restored at 2 months of age. Notably, the sigh-breathing pattern was changed
in Cdkl5−/y mice, showing a transient reduction in sigh volume at 1–2 month of age and long-term attenuation of
peak expiratory airflow from 1 to 3 month of age. Therefore, loss of CDKL5 causes breathing deficiency, sup-
porting a CDKL5-mediated regulation of respiratory function in mice.

1. Introduction

Cyclin-dependent kinase-like 5 (CDKL5) is a serine/threonine kinase
encoded by CDKL5 gene on Xp22 (Montini et al., 1998). Down-reg-
ulation of CDKL5 protein, which is localized at both pre- and post-
synaptic structures, significantly reduces the number of excitatory sy-
napses and miniature excitatory postsynaptic currents (Ricciardi et al.,
2012). In addition, dendritic arborization of in vitro cultured neurons
and in vivo neonatal rat cortex was impaired when CDKL5 expression
was abolished (Chen et al., 2010). These results suggest that CDKL5
plays a critical role in neuronal morphogenesis and synaptic stability.
Clinically, CDKL5 mutations have been associated with various symp-
toms of neurological dysfunction, including early-onset seizure, mental
retardation and stereotypic movements (Archer et al., 2006; Kobayashi
et al., 2016), as well as breathing and sleep abnormalities (Hagebeuk
et al., 2013). A recent study in mouse model demonstrated that the
occurrence of sleep apnea was more frequent in adult Cdkl5 knockout
mice compared to wild type (WT) controls, but their resting breathing
pattern was quite normal (Lo Martire et al., 2017). Given that CDKL5 is
highly expressed in the brain during the early postnatal stage and

gradually down-regulated with age (Rusconi et al., 2008), we thus
hypothesize that the breathing pattern of Cdkl5 knockout mice may
start to decline prior to the adulthood. Here we first examined the
breathing patterns of Cdkl5 null mice at 1, 2 and 3 months of age, and
then evaluated the respiratory function of Cdkl5 null mice in response
to respiratory challenge (e.g., sigh, hypoxia and hypercapnia) which
has been demonstrated to reveal or exaggerate respiratory deficiency in
some models of neurological disorders (Lee et al., 2011; Nichols et al.,
2015; Voituron et al., 2010).

2. Material and methods

2.1. Animals

Male Cdkl5 null mice (Cdkl5−/y) were generated by crossing wild-
type C57BL/6J male mice (National Laboratory Animal Center,
Taiwan) with heterozygous Cdkl5 females [Cdkl5+/−, B6.129(FVB)-
Cdkl5tm1.1Joez/J, The Jackson Laboratory] in which the kinase domain of
CDKL5 is truncated by insertion of a premature STOP codon at exon 6
(Wang et al., 2012). A total of 9 Cdkl5−/y and 10 littermate WT controls
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were used. All mice were bred in the individually ventilated cage
system (Alternative Design, USA) and housed at 22 ± 2 °C and
60 ± 10% humidity under a 12-h light-dark cycle (light on
08:00–20:00) with freely accessing to food and water. All experimental
procedures were performed in accordance with the guidelines for ex-
perimental animals and approved by the Institutional Animal Care and
Use Committee at the National Sun Yat-sen University.

2.2. Genotyping

The mice were weaned and ear-tagged at postnatal days 21–23, and
then genotyped as previously described (Kao et al., 2015). Briefly, one
microliter of genomic DNA extracted from the tail tissues was used for
each PCR reaction containing primers of FW (5′-CCACCCTCTCAGTAA
GGCAG-3′) and RV (5′-GTCCTTTTGCCACTC AATTC-3′). PCR amplifi-
cation was carried out at 94 °C for 5min followed by 35 cycles at 94 °C
for 30 s, 64 °C for 40 s and 72 °C for 60 s. The PCR products of 653 bp
and 305 bp correspond to the WT and null allele, respectively.

2.3. Whole body plethysmography

The breathing pattern (e.g., respiratory frequency, tidal volume,
minute ventilation) of unanesthetized mice (WT, n=10; Cdkl5−/y,
n= 9) was measured by the whole body plethysmography system
(Buxco® Whole Body Plethysmography, Data Sciences International) at
1 month (34 ± 1 days), 2 months (61 ± 1 days) and 3 months
(89 ± 1 days) of age. On the day of the experiment, the airflow, tem-
perature and humidity of the animal chamber (#PLY4211, 450ml)
were calibrated using the standard procedure indicated by the manual,
and the gain of the amplifier was set at 8x. The rectal temperature of
each mouse was measured and the value was imported into the system
to calibrate the respiratory parameters. The animal was then placed in
the chamber and exposed to normoxic gas (21% O2, 79% N2) for
60–90min by flushing with compressed gas (1 l/min). To evaluate
whether the breathing pattern was altered during respiratory challenge,
hypoxic gas (10% O2, 4% CO2, 86% N2; 1 l/min) was introduced into
the chamber for 10min followed by 10min of compressed air. An ad-
ditional 10min of hypercapnic gas (21% O2, 7% CO2, 72% N2; 1 l/min)
was provided after recovery from the hypoxic treatment. These two
types of respiratory challenge have been used to increase the re-
spiratory drives in unaneshtetized animals in our previous reports (Lee
et al., 2017; Lee et al., 2014).

2.4. Data analysis

The respiratory parameters (e.g., respiratory frequency, tidal vo-
lume and minute ventilation) were calculated using FinePointe soft-
ware (Data Sciences International) and exported to an Excel file in a
10 s bin. The data collected during stable normoxic breathing were
averaged over 10min to obtain a baseline value. Because the tidal
volume and minute ventilation are positively correlated with the body
weight, both data were presented as an absolute value and the value
normalized with the body weight to examine whether different body
weight between WT and Cdkl5−/y may influence the tidal volume and
minute ventilation. The hypoxic and hypercapnic responses are re-
presented by the data averaged during the last 2 min of hypoxia or
hypercapnia, respectively. These data were presented as an absolute
value and a percentage of the baseline value (% BL).

To compare “sigh” breathing pattern (Voituron et al., 2010) be-
tween WT and Cdkl5−/y mice, the box airflow tracing in a subset of
animals (WT, n=8; Cdkl5−/y, n= 7) was exported to an analog-to-
digital converter (Power1401, Cambridge Electronic Design Limited) at
sampling frequency of 1000 Hz. The occurrence and pattern (i.e., in-
spiratory duration, expiratory duration, sigh volume and peak re-
spiratory airflow) of sigh was detected and analyzed by a Spike 2
software during the 10min stable normoxic breathing period. Because
the box airflow did not reflect the absolute value of respiratory airflow
generated from the mice, the sigh volume and peak respiratory airflow
was presented as an arbitrary unit (a.u.).

A two-way mixed design analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by
a Student-Newman-Keuls post-hoc test was used to analyze the body
weight and respiratory parameters [factor one: animal group (WT vs.
Cdkl5−/y); factor two: age (1, 2 and 3 months) or breathing condition
(baseline, hypoxia and hypercapnia)]. All data are shown as the
mean ± standard error of the mean. A P-value lower than 0.05 is
considered statistically significant.

Table 1
The body weight (g) of the mice used in this study.

1 month 2 month 3 month

WT (n= 10) 19.7 ± 0.6 25.9 ± 0.3** 28.6 ± 0.5***

Cdkl5−/y (n=9) 18.5 ± 0.5 23.5 ± 0.4* 25.8 ± 0.5**,****

* P < 0.05 vs. 1 month.
** P < 0.01 vs. 1 month.
*** P < 0.01 vs. 1 and 2 month.
**** P < 0.05 significant difference between WT mice and Cdkl5−/y mice.

Fig. 1. Representative examples of the respiratory airflow of WT and
Cdkl5−/y mice. Respiratory airflow of male mice at 1 month of age was
measured using the whole body plethysmography during the baseline (A),
hypoxia (B) and hypercapnia (C). Respiratory frequency is similar between
WT and Cdkl5−/y mice; however, the respiratory airflow was lower in
Cdkl5−/y mice during hypoxia and hypercapnia.
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Fig. 2. The baseline breathing pattern in WT and Cdkl5−/y mice. The average respiratory frequency (A), tidal volume (B) and minute ventilation (C) during the baseline were measured
from male mice at 1, 2 and 3 month of age. The tidal volume is significantly increased in both groups at 2 and 3 month of age, but the respiratory frequency and minute ventilation was
similar across different ages. Panel D and E represent the tidal volume and minute ventilation data normalized by the weight. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01 vs. 1 month. †: P= 0.039
significant difference between WT and Cdkl5−/y mice using t-test.
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3. Result

3.1. Body weight

To examine whether loss of CDKL5 affects the body weight, the mice
were weighed before measuring the respiratory behaviors. The body
weight of Cdkl5−/y mice was comparable to that of WT mice at 1 month
of age (18.5 ± 0.5 g in Cdkl5−/y vs. 19.7 ± 0.6 g in WT; P= 0.703),
but significantly lower than WT controls at 3 months (P< 0.05,
Table 1). In addition, we found significant weight gain with age in both
genotypes (P < 0.05 compared to 1 month of age, Table 1).

3.2. Baseline respiratory behavior

Representative examples of the respiratory airflow of WT and
Cdkl5−/y mice during baseline, hypoxia and hypercapnia are shown in
Fig. 1. At 1 month of age, the baseline respiratory frequency of Cdkl5−/

y mice was similar to that of WT mice (187 ± 13 breaths/min in
Cdkl5−/y mice vs. 178 ± 10 breaths/min in WT) (Fig. 2A and
Fig. 3A1). However, the tidal volume in Cdkl5−/y mice was slightly

lower than that in WT mice (0.12 ± 0.01ml in Cdkl5−/y vs.
0.14 ± 0.01ml in WT, P= 0.039 by t-test), although this difference
did not reach a significant level when using a two-way mixed design
ANOVA (P= 0.112)(Fig. 2B). In addition, the minute ventilation of
Cdkl5−/y mice was comparable to that of WT mice (Fig. 2C).

While respiratory frequency was not significantly influenced by age,
the tidal volume of both WT mice and Cdkl5−/y mice gradually in-
creased at 2 and 3 months of age. The tidal volume of WT mice sig-
nificantly increased from 0.14 ± 0.01ml at 1 month of age to
0.17 ± 0.01ml at 2 and 3 months of age (P < 0.05, Fig. 2B). Simi-
larly, Cdkl5−/y mice also exhibited increased tidal volume during the
adult stage. Specifically, the tidal volume increased from
0.12 ± 0.01ml at 1 month to 0.16 ± 0.01ml at 2 months and
0.18 ± 0.01ml at 3 months (P < 0.05, Fig. 2B). Notably, when the
tidal volume and minute ventilation were normalized by the body
weight, there were no significant differences between WT mice and
Cdkl5−/y mice at all ages (P > 0.05, Figs. 2D–E), suggesting that the
changes in the tidal volume of these mice are in proportion to the
changes of their body weight with age.

Fig. 3. The breathing pattern of WT and Cdkl5−/y mice in response to respiratory challenges. The respiratory behavior of Cdkl5−/y mice and their WT littermate controls were measured
during the baseline, hypoxia and hypercapnia at one (A1–A3), two (B1–B3) and three (C1–C3) months of age. Both hypoxia and hypercapnia induced a significant increase in respiratory
frequency, tidal volume and minute ventilation in both groups at all-time points. The tidal volume of Cdkl5−/y mice was significantly lower than that of WT mice at one but not two and
three months of age during respiratory challenge. * P < 0.01 vs. baseline. † P < 0.05 vs. baseline and hypoxia. # P < 0.05; ## P < 0.01 significant difference between WT and
Cdkl5−/y mice.
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3.3. Respiratory behavior in response to challenge

During hypoxia and hypercapnia, both respiratory frequency and
tidal volume significantly increased in WT mice and Cdkl5−/y mice, as
expected (P < 0.01, Fig. 3). At one month of age, both hypoxic and
hypercapnic challenge induced a similar increase of respiratory fre-
quency in Cdkl5−/y mice (hypoxia: 351 ± 22 breaths/min; hy-
percapnia: 349 ± 11 breaths/min) and WT mice (hypoxia: 341 ± 21
breaths/min; hypercapnia: 375 ± 15 breaths/min)(Fig. 3A1). Both
hypoxia and hypercapnia significantly elevated the tidal volume in
Cdkl5−/y mice and WT mice (P < 0.01, Fig. 3A2), while the tidal vo-
lume was significantly reduced in Cdkl5−/y mice compared to WT
controls (P < 0.05, Fig. 3A2). Specifically, the tidal volume was in-
creased to 0.25 ± 0.02ml and 0.34 ± 0.01ml in WT mice during
hypoxia and hypercapnia, respectively; while it was increased for less
extent to 0.21 ± 0.02ml during hypoxia and 0.27 ± 0.02ml during
hypercapniain in Cdkl5−/y mice. The reduced tidal volume response in
Cdkl5−/y mice during hypercapnic challenge was correlated to a sig-
nificant decrease in minute ventilation (94 ± 7ml/min) comparing to
that in WT mice (124 ± 5ml/min) (P < 0.01, Fig. 3A3).

Notably, the deficient tidal volume shown in Cdkl5−/y mice during
the juvenile stage (i.e., 1 month of age) was not observed in these
mutants at 2 and 3 months of age. Cdkl5−/y mice exhibited similar tidal
volume to WT mice upon respiratory challenge at 2 and 3 months age
(Fig. 3B-C).

When we normalize the changes with the baseline respiration, we
found that the percentage of increase in respiratory parameters during
hypoxia and hypercapnia was similar between WT and Cdkl5−/y mice
at all ages (Fig. 4). However, the hypoxic frequency response tended to
be lower in Cdkl5−/y mice at 3 month of age (Fig. 4A1, P= 0.059 using

t-test), and this trend was not observed when the animal received hy-
percapnic challenge (Fig. 4B1).

3.4. Sigh

The representative respiratory airflow generated during sigh was
presented in Fig. 5A. Both WT and Cdkl5−/y mice exhibited sigh during
normoxic breathing condition. The sigh frequency was slightly higher
in Cdkl5−/y mice than WT mice, but this difference was merely close to
a significant level (P= 0.067, Fig. 5B1). The inspiratory and expiratory
duration of sigh were similar between groups (Figs. 5B2-5B3); however,
the sigh tidal volume was significantly lower in Cdkl5−/y mice at 1 and
2 month of age (P < 0.05, Fig. C1). Although peak inspiratory flow
was comparable between groups, the peak expiratory flow during sigh
was significantly lower in Cdkl5−/y mice than WT mice from 1 to 3
month of age (P < 0.05, Fig. 5C3).

4. Discussion

This is the first report to investigate the role of CDKL5 in the re-
spiratory function during normal, sigh and hypoxic/hypercapnic
breathing at different developmental age. The present results demon-
strate that respiratory frequency is similar between Cdkl5−/y and WT
mice during resting normoxic breathing and respiratory challenge from
1 to 3 months of age, suggesting that the central control of respiratory
rhythm in Cdkl5−/y mice may be unaffected during normal and high
respiratory drives. However, a recent report showed that adult Cdkl5
knockout mice (∼4months) have a higher occurrence of sleep apnea
(Lo Martire et al., 2017), indicating that the respiratory rhythm may be
differentially regulated by CDKL5 during sleep-wake cycle.

Fig. 4. The hypoxic and hypercapnic respiratory response of WT and Cdkl5−/y mice. The respiratory frequency, tidal volume and minute ventilation during hypoxia (A) or hypercapnia
(B) were presented as a percentage of the baseline (% BL) at 1, 2 and 3 month of age. Hypoxia tend to induce less increase of respiratory frequency in Cdkl5−/y mice at 3 month of age
compared to their littermate WT controls (P= 0.059, student-t test).
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Our current study shows that Cdkl5−/y mice exhibit significant re-
duction in tidal volume during hypoxic/hypercapnic breathing and sigh
at 1 and 2 month of age. Tidal volume is generated by the contraction of
the respiratory pump muscles (e.g., diaphragm and intercostal muscles),
which receive inputs from the cervical and thoracic spinal respiratory
motoneurons (Lane, 2011; Lee and Fuller, 2011). Recent reports have
demonstrated that the CDKL5 mutation is associated with impairment of
excitatory and inhibitory synaptic integration and dendritic spine sta-
bility (Della Sala et al., 2016; Livide et al., 2015; Sivilia et al., 2016).
Accordingly, we speculate that the reduced tidal volume could be due to
alterations to the excitability of spinal respiratory motoneurons and/or
an imbalance between excitatory/inhibitory synaptic inputs to the re-
spiratory motoneurons. Moreover, the neuromuscular junctions and/or
the contraction properties of respiratory muscles may be impaired in
Cdkl5−/y mice. In addition to the alteration of motor component in
Cdkl5−/y mice, the reduced tidal volume during respiratory challenge
could be also due to blunted peripheral/central chemoreceptor sensi-
tivity and/or impairment in respiratory integrated regions at the
brainstem (i.e., raphe, nucleus of the solitary tract, ventral lateral me-
dulla). The reduced tidal volume may unfavorably impact the alveolar
oxygenation of Cdkl5−/y mice during the juvenile stage.

The tidal volume of normal breathing and sigh pattern of Cdkl5−/y

mice recovers to normal levels at 3 months of age, suggesting the ex-
istence of a compensatory mechanism for recovering tidal volume. The
main function of the respiration is to acquire oxygen and remove
carbon dioxide, therefore, alterations of oxygen consumption and
carbon dioxide production can also adjust the respiratory function. That
is, changes in metabolism may lead to alteration of the ventilatory re-
sponse in Cdkl5−/y mice. Several lines of evidence support that meta-
bolic function may be modulated by CDKL5. Firstly, the body weight of
Cdkl5−/y mice was significantly lower than that of WT mice at 3 months
of age in the present study (Table 1), reflecting that the metabolic rate
is likely increased in Cdkl5−/y mice. Secondly, previous studies re-
ported that Cdkl5−/y mice exhibit enhanced locomotor activity com-
pared to WT mice (Jhang et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2012), suggesting
that oxygen demand could be increased in Cdkl5−/y mice. Finally, a
clinical study found that patients with CDKL5 deletions had an in-
creased level of thyroid hormone (e.g., free-T4) which is usually asso-
ciated with augmented metabolism (Stagi et al., 2015). These results
suggest that changes of ventilatory behavior in adult Cdkl5−/y mice
may potentially result from metabolic alterations.

The inspiratory tidal volume during the normal breathing, sigh and

Fig. 5. Sigh breathing pattern in WT and Cdkl5−/y mice. Panel A presents the representative example of respiratory airflow during sigh (dash-line box) in a WT and Cdkl5−/y mice at 1
month of age. Panel B and C shows the averaged timing and amplitude parameter of sigh pattern, respectively. The frequency (B1), inspiratory duration (TI, B2) and expiratory duration
(TE, B3) was similar between groups at all ages. However, both sigh tidal volume (C1) and peak expiratory flow (C3) were significantly lower in Cdkl5−/y mice. * P < 0.05; ** P < 0.01
vs. 1 mo. # P < 0.05; ## P < 0.01 significant difference between WT and Cdkl5−/y mice. mo: month; a.u.: arbitrary unit.
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respiratory challenge recovered during the adult stage; however, the
peak expiratory flow during sigh remained attenuated at 3 month of
age. This finding suggested that CDKL5 may have distinct regulatory
roles on inspiratory and expiratory function. The impairment of ex-
piratory airflow may be caused by long-term dysfunction of several
respiratory components, including expiratory neural circuit, abdominal
muscle and/or upper airway muscle. This abnormality of sigh pattern
was also observed in the mouse model of Rett syndrome (Mecp2−/y

mice)(Voituron et al., 2010). Mari et al. (2005) demonstrated that
CDKL5 is co-expressed with MeCP2 in the mouse central nervous
system (Mari et al., 2005), and some reports indicated that CDKL5 and
MeCP2 can interact each other and may belong to the similar molecular
pathway (Carouge et al., 2010; Mari et al., 2005). Although CDKL5
mutation has been previously considered as a factor contributing to
atypical Rett syndrome (Hagebeuk et al., 2013; Mari et al., 2005; Scala
et al., 2005), a recent concept suggested CDKL5 disorder should be
considered as an independent entity (Mangatt et al., 2016). Accord-
ingly, future studies are warranty to comprehensively evaluate the
functional role of CDKL5 on respiratory system and compare respiratory
phenotypes of Mecp2−/y mice versus CDKL5−/y mice (Jiang et al.,
2017; Ramirez et al., 2013).

In accordance with the clinical case report that children with CDKL5
mutations exhibit respiratory abnormalities (Hagebeuk et al., 2013),
our current study demonstrated that both normal breathing and sigh
pattern are significantly altered in Cdkl5−/y mice at first 3 months after
birth, supporting that CDKL5 regulates respiratory function, at least
during the juvenile and early adult stage. Ventilation is a critical phy-
siological function that maintains blood O2 and CO2 levels, metabolism
and acid-base homeostasis. Impairment of ventilation during the early
postnatal stage may lead to certain pathological consequences and alter
normal development. Therefore, therapeutics or interventions to im-
prove breathing function during early age could be important for pa-
tients with CDKL5 disorder.
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